
1140

Cutter for steel pipes

Pipe cutter  for steel pipes, forged steel body with die-cast zinc slide, cutting blade 
made of alloyed and tempered steel, replaceable without tools, 2 wide guide rollers for a 
safe guide of the cutting wheel on the pipe, pressure it is regulated by the sliding spindle, 
T-shaped handle for maximum transmission power. 
 Use: for clean and angled cutting of steel pipes. 
 

Code €

 

For pipes 
min÷max ø (")

For pipes 
min÷max ø (mm)

Blade spare part 
code

 

N800400005 -,-- � 1/8÷2 10÷60 N800409000

Spare blade for pipe cutter

Spare blade for pipe cutters, high alloy steel, available in several qualities 
depending on the materials to be cut

        

Final   
Code

N80025
 

N80202
 

N80040
For copper and alloys For plastics For steel For stainless steel For cast iron

€

 

€

 

€

0005 -,-- � v - v - -
1015 -,-- � - - - v -
9000 -,-- � - - v - -

Cutter for plastic pipes

Pipe cutter for plastic pipes, stainless steel blade with optimized cutting geometry and 
PTFE coating that can be replaced quickly without tools; blade guard to reduce injuries, 
rapid retraction. Body in die-cast magnesium, ergonomic handle with soft plastic inserts; 
for accurate, single-handed cuttings of pipes made of plastic and composite materials, 
with advancement of the guide tooth.

Code €

 

For pipes max ø 
(")

For pipes max ø 
(mm) Spare blade

 

N802170110 -,-- � 0÷1,5/8 0÷42 -
N802170120 -,-- � - - in stainless steel

Cutter for plastic and rubber pipes

Pipe cutter  for plastic and rubber pipes, blade with cutting edge for easy penetration 
into the low energy material, opening and locking spring with one hand. 
Die-cast magnesium body, PTFE coated blade. 
For single-handed, precise cutting of pipes, also the ones with fabric reinforcement.

Code €

 

For pipes min÷max ø (mm) Spare blade
 

N801380022 -,-- � 0÷22 - N801381022 -,-- � - 0÷22
Code €

 

For pipes min÷max ø (mm) Spare blade
 

Cutter for plastic and rubber pipes

Pipe cutter  for plastic and rubber pipes, blade with pointed cutting edge for easy 
penetration into the low energy material, opening and locking spring with one hand. 
Die-cast magnesium body, PTFE coated blade. 
The joint consists of a steel bearing axis with roll bearing, handle with soft cushioning inserts. 
For single-handed, precise cutting of pipes, also ones with fabric reinforcement. 
Also cuts soft plastic pipes, eg B. PEX, PE, PB, etc. and thin-walled plastic armored pipes.

Code €

 

For pipes min÷max ø (mm) Spare blade
 

N801380028 -,-- � 0÷28 - N801381028 -,-- � - 0÷28
Code €

 

For pipes min÷max ø (mm) Spare blade
 

� Available from stock CDU � Shipping from external warehouse




